
TRANSACTION PROCESSING SYSTEM LIKE ENROLLMENT SYTEM

The System is for Sto. Domingo Only. - Because the processing of enrolment system is not the same in the other
school.

Distinct from traditional enrollment, LAN enrollment system process large assortment of student records and
provides efficient and consistent information services. Action Select from the following choices the action to
perform on the enrollment record. For the alpha testing, the developers tested the system. This system is
implemented in a network environment. Labor intensity Manual systems are labor intensive and, therefore,
costly. This report comprises the students section and schedules producing the registration form which will be
given to them. Table 2. This transaction processing system associated with large pension fund may assist
stockbrokers in executing by and sell orders, then help with accounting for the transaction Ackoff,  This
system is implemented on LAN to provide a faster service. Without programs, computers are useless. It has
three direct users which have different level of accessibility. The admin needs to select the name of the section
in the combo box and the names of the students enrolled in that section will appear in the flexgrid. No matter
how nervous upper management in a medium to large organization is about spending in the information
system area it knows that it can not pull thee plug on its TPS and Survive. FURPS was used as the evaluation
instrument. The updated username and password would be saved in the password table and report will be
issued upon updating the account. In order to create a section, the admin should fill up the following
textboxes. Save Click to post enrollment immediately to the student's enrollment record. Without it can lead
difficulty both for the administration of school in enrollment processes. For the beta testing, they invited 10
faculty staff and discussed to them all the 25 information they have to know to properly use the system. It was
released to manufacturing on July 22, , and became generally available for retail worldwide on October 22, ,
less than three years after the release of its predecessor, Windows Vista. In the local setting, academic
institutions both the private and government schools are shifting from manual to computerized system
including student registration. According to Dunn and Scott , science and technology is the root of emerging
innovations in this world. This includes viewing their profile and schedule of their advisory class. It can
automatically generate sections but cannot generate schedules automatically. Krasnewch,  Refers to the
database management system DBMS ; the storehouse for the data. For example, if you set the billing factor to
2 and the academic progress units to 3, the billing units would be 6. Windows 7 is an operating system
produced by Microsoft for use on personal computers, including home and business desktops, laptops,
netbooks, tablet PCs, and media center PCs. The system records the status date to track the date that you
process information. This form contains all the names of the students within that section that can be clicked to
view their profile. Since the study involves proper record handling, tracing the constraints and evaluation of
the manual system essential Bacala and Reano,  The system was improved in presence of some errors and the
output and module design was tested. Any ways just to make work easier and faster like enrollment
transactions is possible with the emergence of computer technologies. As soon as the payment is made and
recorded, the payable is closed out Thomas,  Role of information technology and transaction processing For
many business, a transaction refers to an exchange of goods are services for money. This form contains the
schedule of the student and may served as the proof of enrollment. This new type of system offers its students
new options for enrolling at VPS. Updating record and printing registration form are also available in this
form. Programs are generally stored on some input output medium often a disk or tape for use by the
computer. It shows that the developed system is implemented in a Local Area Network where in the
onnections and designs are made using the Star Topology.


